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Our Shareholders Come First
WE ARE SUGPIAT!®

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Cama’i Shareholders,
As we surface from the Covid Pandemic, AKI is looking
forward to having a productive 2021. The Shareholder’s
Informational Meeting was conducted in Kodiak Island on
May 29, 2021 with a good turnout by our Shareholders.
Our Shareholder Relations Department conducted
training on Burial Assistance, Stock Will, and Scholarships
& Grants programs. Additionally, Ms. Sarah Walker from
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) made a presentation
on Certificates of Indian Blood which raised lots of
important questions from our Shareholders pertaining
to the application process. The Kodiak Shareholder
Informational Meeting was the first of many informational
meetings that will be conducted each year to allow for
regular interactions with our Shareholders.
I am pleased that the United States Supreme Court
recently issued a decision in favor of Alaska Native
Corporations regarding the Department of Treasury in the

CARES Act litigation brought
by several tribal entities that
sought to exclude Alaska
Native Corporations from
receiving funding from the
CARES Act. However, at this
Robert Simeonoff
Chairman, Akhiok-Kaguyak Inc.
point, we do not know how
much funding is available nor
when the funds will be received by Akhiok-Kaguyak, Inc.
Our Sugpiat Government Services Group of 8(a)
companies continues to build their business lines
supporting Federal Government Agencies and the
Department of Defense. As we grow, our profits will
provide the funding for the Shareholders Assistance
Program (SAP) that will be created over the next 12
months.
continued on pg 2
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Letter from the Chairman, continued
These profits will also assist with the
monitoring and protection of AKI Lands.
In efforts to protect our Sugpiat cultural
lands, the AKI Board of Directors tasked our
corporate management to develop a Lands
Monitoring and Protection Program to ensure
we are actively protecting our lands for future
generations. The first step in the process
was to create signage that clearly marked
the boundaries of our lands. These signs
were placed strategically starting with our
petroglyphs and working outward throughout
Akhiok, Kaguyak, Moser Bay, and Olga Bay. By utilizing the knowledge and
skills of our Shareholders, we have and will continue to position signs in key
areas which will serve as a warning to transporters and trespassers that AKI
has begun a program to Monitor and Protect our lands. This is only the first
step of a larger program that we are developing to ensure that our future
generations have a solid lands management program in place to protect our
ancestorial lands.
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AKHIOK-KAGUYAK, INC. & SUGPIAT FAMILY OF COMPANIES
Real People, Providing Real Solutions

WEBSITE UPDATES
PRESIDENT’S LETTER

As our company continues to grow
and evolve, so do our websites.

Dear Shareholders,
I am pleased to announce tht AKI will begin its journey to become CMMI L3
Certified!
Our goal is to optimize business performance in an everchanging global landscape. AKI will develop our set of global
best practices that enables our enterprise to build and
benchmark key capabilities that address the most common
business challenges including Ensuring Quality, Engineering &
Developing Products, Delivering & Managing Services, Selecting & Managing
Suppliers, Planning & Managing Work, Managing
Business Resilience, Managing the Workforce,
Supporting Implementation, Sustaining Habit &
Persistence, and Improving Performance of our team.

WE ARE SUGPIAT!®
Michael S. Bradshaw
President & CEO

Most recently,
the Jadin Tech
team revamped
their site. The
website now
showcases the
six primary
service sectors:
Security
Assistance,
Cybersecurity,
Infrastructure & Logistics,
Munitions, Aviation, and Software
Development.
To learn more about these areas
and the markets we support, visit
www.jadintech.com!

www.aki-kodiak.com
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Integrated Visual Augmentation
System (IVAS) Testing

SUGPIAT DEFENSE PERFORMS IVAS TESTING FOR THE U.S. ARMY

I

n April of 2020, Sugpiat Defense, LLC was awarded the
Cybersecurity Engineering, Analytical Experimental,
and Research Services contract to provide cybersecurity
services in support of the warfighters at various regional
locations throughout the United States for the United
States Army Futures Command, Development Command
Data Analysis Center, and Cyber Experimentation
& Analysis Division. The Army’s Integrated Visual
Augmentation System (IVAS) is one of the Special Projects
that we support at White Sands Missile Range, NM. The
IVAS system essentially works as a heads-up display in
the form of goggles. The goggles provide the status
of each soldier showing hydration, fatigue, stress, and
temperature.
IVAS is being developed and used to reduce the number
of combat devices individual soldiers will need to carry
such as thermal and night vision goggles, phones, and
computers. It will allow the warfighter to do much of
what can be done on a computer but while looking
through glasses instead of down at a phone or a
computer screen. The IVAS is a specially modified version
of Microsoft’s HoloLens 2 headsets which the Army plans
to use to better train Soldiers and make them more
effective in actual combat situations. Other applications
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may include placing sensors in a variety of locations so
a soldier might be able to see the view from a sensor
mounted on a drone and use it to locate fellow soldiers or
enemy combatants. These applications suggest putting
the sensors, rather than soldiers, in harm’s way. It is a
way to deliver a platform that will keep soldiers safer and
make them more effective.

Sugpiat Defense, LLC tests IVAS equipment to enhance
safety and mission effectiveness for our warfighters.

The IVAS equipment is the ruggedized military form factor with integrated low light and thermal sensors, Tactical Assault
Kit (TAK) software and maps, and rapid target acquisition.
The IVAS technology places objects
such as maps or video displays,
such as a hologram overlaid on
top of the real world in front of the
soldier. This device will allow the
soldiers to interact using hand and
voice gestures. IVAS is said to help
soldiers’ sight and identify enemy
combatants, as well as provide night
vision and thermal imaging. The
sensors will act as external eyes, their
view accessible through the headset.
The Army is in the beginning stages
of understanding everything the
IVAS system can do for soldiers and
Sugpiat Defense is assisting in that
testing while also working to improve
the device’s cyber security.
Through the hard work we have
demonstrated during our first year on
contract with DEVCOM DAC, Sugpiat
Defense has received “Exceptional

CPARS” and is looking forward to
continuing this trend for years to
come. Congrats to the WSMR CEARS
Team for the outstanding work
supporting the DEVCOM, Combat

Capabilities Development Command
(CCDC) Data Analysis Center (DAC)
customer at regional locations.
We Are Sugpiat!®

SUGPIAT DEFENSE SUPPORTS NIWC PAC
Akhiok Kaguyak, Inc. (AKI), is proud
to announce our subsidiary Sugpiat
Defense, LLC has been awarded a
prime IDIQ contract to provide Systems
Lifecycle Engineering, Cybersecurity
and Security Engineering Support
Services in support of Naval Information
Warfare Center Pacific (NIWC PAC) Cyber
Engineering & Integration (CE&I) Division.
This contract utilizes and demonstrates Sugpiat Defense’s in-depth
understanding and execution of process development and progress
monitoring for the entire hardware/software life-cycle process.

www.aki-kodiak.com
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SEEKS
CONTRACT RENEWAL
Sugpiat Defense, LLC currently
supports the Department of
Education (ED) on the Fraud and
Information Communications
Technology Supply Chain Risk
Management contract. The contract
is designed to develop Department
of Education policies and processes,
predict and mitigate cyber supply

chain risks, and develop a technical
approach for using Machine
Learning and Artificial Intelligence
for automating advanced persistent
threat prediction and the detection
of technology counterfeits.
To date, the Sugpiat Defense
Information and Communication

TEAM SUGPIAT ESCORTED LAPD MOTORCADE
Earlier this year, support vehicles were part of a motorcade with the Los
Angeles Police Department (LAPD) escorts through parts of southern
California to Cal State University Long Beach vaccination site for site visit.
This last minute requirement for Sugpiat Defense , LLC (SD) had no
preliminary intel regarding the destination, but Juan Garcia, Hernan Lopez,
and Filiberto Guizar of SD have had operational driving courses in order to
navigate situations that require “defensive driving” to extricate passengers
from dangerous situations. They were prepared two hours prior to arrival for
LAPD to run vehicles with bomb sniffing dogs and then isolating them until
execution.
Our three vehicles trailed the escorts without emergency warning lights.
The vehicles had to fend off third party vehicles trying to merge into the
motorcade necessitating our vehicles to hug each others bumpers, flash
lights and maneuver safely as they blew red lights within the confines of the
motorcade directive.
Team Sugpiat and the 61 Civil Engineering & Logistics Squadron (CELS) is
now exploring obtaining removable emergency warning lights for vehicles
that may be required in future support of distinguished visitors.

Sugpiat Defense drivers Juan Garcia, Hernan Lopez, and
Filiberto Guizar are pictured far right.
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Technology (ICT) Supply Chain
risk analysts have analyzed a
variety of supply chain threats
and risks, provided mitigation
recommendations for risk reduction,
and have created multiple policies
and processes that serve as the
foundation for the entire supply
chain risk management program.
The customer has expressed great
confidence in our contributions and
prefer our analytical approaches over
competitors in the same competitive
space. This preference has not only
led to an interest in continuing our
contract support but has also led
to a desire to increase the contract
scope. ED has also adopted the
use of Mr. Drew Buchanan’s ICT
Supply Chain Risk Management
tool, which Mr. Buchanan created.
The tool quantifies the likelihood of
supply chain risk exposure across the
entire supply chain lifecycle using
multiple vulnerability and threat data
points and incorporates conditional
probability theory formulas to predict
mission
impact and
prioritize risk
management
activities.

Drew Buchanan
Chief Cyber Security Officer

2021 AKI SHAREHOLDER INFORMATION MEETING
AKI held a Shareholder Information meeting on May 29, 2021 in Kodiak
at the Best Western Harbor Room. The meeting was attended by nearly
30 shareholders with family members. The Certificate of Degree of Indian
Blood was presented by Sarah Walker, Acting Tribal Operations Officer for
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the AKI Stock Will, Burial Assistance, and
Scholarships & Grants forms were presented by Cheryl Eluska Anderson. After
the program, we had time for the shareholders to fill out and notarize stock
wills and burial assistance forms to be submitted.
AKI is launching a campaign to get all AKI Shareholders to file a Stock Will.
To date, AKI only has 30% of its shareholders with a Stock Will and Burial
Assistant form filed with the company. Help us reach our goal of 100% by
December 31, 2021!

Submit & Win

IMPORTANT DATES
MARK YOUR CALENDARS

JULY

27
AUGUST

16
SEPT

$250 CASH PRIZE

Complete or Update a Stock Will and be Eligible
for a Free Drawing to Win $250!
Stock Will forms are available at www.AKI-Kodiak.com/our-shareholders
Or at the Shareholder Headquarters in Anchorage
Questions: (907) 258-0604 or email info@aki-kodiak.com
Wills Must be Received by the Following Dates:
(1) July 31, (2) August 31, (3) September 30, (4) October 31,
(5) November 31, and (6) December 31
AKI Shareholders are encouraged to complete and maintain an updated ANCSA Stock Will. This is important to
express your wishes so upon passing one’s shares will go to heirs based upon a written will, without disputes.

Date of Record
for the Annual
Meeting

10

Proxy Mailing

Early Bird Voting
Deadline

SEPT

22

Proxy Deadline

SEPT

Annual Meeting
in Kodiak at
the Convention
Center

25

www.aki-kodiak.com
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Akhiok-Kaguyak, Inc.
1400 W. Benson Blvd., Suite 500
Anchorage, AK 99503

SUBMIT AN ARTICLE
DATES FOR NEWSLETTERS AND ARTICLE SUBMISSION
September Articles: Due August 15
Shareholders are encouraged to submit articles and/or announcements that
they would like to share with their fellow shareholders. We enjoy hearing of
births, graduations, and other events. We have included the guidelines to
assist you in the creation of your article or announcement.
Announcements and articles may be submitted by dropping them off at the
AKI office or mailing it to:
1400 W. Benson Blvd. Ste. 500 | Anchorage, Alaska 99503
- or info@aki-kodiak.com

www.aki-kodiak.com

NEWSLETTER SUBMISSION
GUIDELINES
AKI reserves the right to edit
announcements and news articles
for grammar, brevity, and taste.
Announcements and news articles
submitted for the AKI newsletter
must be submitted at least seven
days prior to publication. A limit
of 200 words may be imposed
depending on available space.
Photographs are welcome in print
or digital format with at least 300
dpi resolution.

